The stability of the finite-area K h & n 'vortex street ' to two-dimensional disturbances is determined. It is shown that for vortices of finite size there exists a finite range of spacing ratio K for which the array is stable to infinitesimal disturbances. As the vortex size approaches zero, the range narrows to zero width about the classical von K&rm&n value of 0.281.
Introduction
The KArmAn vortex street is a regular patteq of vortices consisting of two parallel staggered rows, which, for a certain range of Reynolds number, is observed in the wake of two-dimensional blunt bodies placed in a uniform stream. I n a previous pper (Saffman & Schatzman 1981) an inviscid model for the wake flow waa described which consists of two rows of staggered vortices of finite size, extending to infinity in both directions. Steady solutions (which propagate relative to the free stream) were found numerically, and their properties were calculated. These describe an infinite array of uniform two-dimensional vortices, consisting of one row of identical vortices of area A and strength -I' with centroids at positions x = 0, f 1, f 21, f 31, ..., y = 0, and of a second row of identical vortices of area A and strength +I' with centroids at
. ., y = -h. The frame of reference is chosen with a uniform flow U, in the z-direction at infinity as in figure 1 so that the vortices are stationary.
It is assumed that the flow is inviscid, incompressible, two-dimensional, and, outside the vortices, irrotational. The case p = d / l = 0.5 was mainly considered (for values of p other than 0 and 0.5 translating solutions exist but the street does not move parallel to itself; see Rosenhead (1929)). There are then two independent dimensionless parameters h/Z = K and A l l 2 = a which determine the geometry of the street. This paper discusses the stability of these steady solutions to two-dimensional disturbances. A normal-mode analysis is carried out and the growth rates and frequencies of the modes are calculated for a range of values of the vortex size and separation/ spacing ratio of the street. It is found that finite size can stabilize the street to infinitesimal disturbances. The results for superharmonic disturbances are in accord with those predicted by energy arguments based on Kelvin's variational principle.
It will be pointed out that a plausible but non-rigorous attempt to use these energy arguments for subharmonic disturbances leads to fallacious conclusions. 
Subharmonic Instabilities of the point-vortex array
The limiting case of point vortices (a = 0) was studied by von KiLrmAn Note that p need not be an integer or rational. Since the steady flow has wavelength I, it follows from Floquet-or Bloch-wave theory that the normal modes of the system (for finite as well as point vortices) are of the form ede2nzp/iP(z, y), (2.5)
where P(z + 1, y) = P ( z , y). Disturbances with p equal to an integer or zero will be called superharmonic; they always have wavelength 1. If p is not equal to an integer, there is clearly no loss of generality in supposing that 0 < p < 1, and such disturbances will in general have components with wavelengths greater than I and will be called mbharmonic. Note that the properties of these disturbances (including the eigenvdue c) must be the same for p and 1 -p, i.e. the problem exhibits symmetry in p about p = 0.5. y, = 0.5, and it is not known whether approximation of the evolution equations to order higher than first would lead to growing disturbances for other values of p. The disturbances for they, = 0.5, K = tee case grow in time aa eat, where 6 > 0 is proportional to the initial disturbance, as opposed to the eQRt behaviour (crR independent of initial conditions) that occurs in the unstable region away from the stability/instability boundary. Initially, it was hoped that an energy criterion could be used to answer this question of finite-amplitude stability away from the stability boundary. The Kirchhoff-Routh path function W(xl, yl, xg,ya, ...) (which is a measure of the 'interaction energy', see Lin (1943)) determines the motion of the vortices (xi, yi) through the relations By a trivial change of variables, say xi +-xi for vortices with I?, = -I?, this becomes a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian W. The right-hand sides of the (Hamilton's) equations may be expanded in Taylor series about the steady solutions xt,yi. The linearized equations reproduce figure 2. The second-and higher-order terms are, for sufficiently small deviation from the steady state, a small correction to the linear (and integrable) system. There exists a body of theory for such 'nearly integrable' Hamiltonian systems in the literature (see e.g. Chirikov 1979). In general, such systems exhibit the slow-instability phenomenon known as 'Arnol'd diffusion '. Fairly general bounds exist for the average growth rate of this instability (e.g. Nekhoroshev 1971) but these do not appear to provide useful conclusions for the present problem.
The stability boundaries of figure 2 will obviously be perturbed by the effect of finite size of the vortices, and the degenerate saddle will separate into one of the P. G. Saffman Remember that the symmetry about p = 0.5 is valid for all a, so cases 1 and 2 are the only possibilities.
In principle, the problem of deciding between case 1 and case 2 can be treated by perturbation theory by expanding in powers of the area of the vortices, i.e. a. However, for reasons to be given below, it appears that the algebraic complexity is great, and direct numerical methods were employed instead. These, of course, have the advantage that they give results for finite areas not accessible to perturbation methods. I n order to decide between case 1 and case 2, it clearly suffices because of the symmetry of figure 2 to consider only the subharmonic (pairing) disturbances with p = 0.5, and we therefore restrict attention henceforth to disturbances that are periodic with period 21 in the x-direction. Of course, there is no guarantee that p = 0.5 gives the maximum growth rate for finite a, so that the stability boundary for moderate and large a determined with p = 0.5 may not be accurate. Note that the superharmonic disturbances are then automatically included, as these are trivially of period 21.
Analysis of the stability
It is appropriate for disturbances with period 22 to consider four independent perturbed vortex shapes (and positions), corresponding to the four vortices in one period 21, and extended periodically to infinity along the street, as in figure 3 . The approach is to calculate the first variation of the velocity field due to a perturbation in vortex shape and position, and then to require that the linearized kinematic condition be satisfied on the boundaries of the vortices. In particular, solutions are looked for that are normal modes proportional to ed; an eigenvalue problem is the result.
A convenient parametrization for the vortex boundaries is a polar co-ordinate representation where z = z + iy is the complex co-ordinate, lower-case variables refer to the point of evaluation of the flow field and capital variables refer to the path of integration. When evaluated on a vortex boundary, this will give the velocity contribution on the vortex boundaries of each vortex in the corresponding 21-periodic row due to disturbances of the other three 21-periodic vortex rows, added to the unperturbed value.
Substituting z = z, + z', 2 = 2, + Z', and assuming constant area A, the corresponding first variation of the velocity contribution is n n
As was remarked in the previous paper, the 'self-induced' velocity for one row of vortices may be written: n
21 where the arg function is taken so first variation is then:
to make the integrand periodic. The corresponding + Note that all singularities of the integrand have been removed. To calculate the change in flow field due to the complete disturbance, three terms of the form (3.3) and one of the form (3.5) are summed with appropriate choice for the sign of and the vortex co-ordinate parameters in each c w .
The kinematic condition that the vortex boundaries move with the fluid may be written Here P. G. Saffnum and J . C. Scmzmn where, as before, the subscript zero refers to the unperturbed quantity and the prime refers to added perturbations. Also, ur and ue are the polar velocity components. The solutions of interest are normal modes with perturbations proportional to ed, so that
where the latter holds for each velocity component. To leading order for each velocity component. Equations (3.7)-(3.9) may be substituted into (3.6) and terms of second and higher order in the perturbation omitted, giving where now all quantities are evaluated on r = R,(O), and use has been made of the fact that 
R, ae
The left-hand side of (3.10) is the perturbation in normal velocity component 6Un divided by the geometric factor where the effect of the change in normal direction due to the perturbation has been omitted. Also, u, , , and the unperturbed tangential velocity component utO are related by Ueo = UtOCOSrl, so that (3.10) may be written This may be equated to the corresponding quantity calculated by the integration above (i.e. by (3.3) and (3.5)) and using u; = u~CoSe+v'sine, u;, = -u'sine+v'cose.)
After substituting (3.1) and evaluating at the 2N + 1 points e = e --2nj (j = 0,1, ...) 2N) R' = ecosm8ed, t~ = ?j---(m-1) (m = 2,3,4, ...).
2nA
Since the corresponding flow-field perturbations fall off in distance r as v r n -l , and since small-area vortices for the street are nearly circular, it is evident that, for small A and large m, there will exist such solutions for the street. These in fact are the superharmonic disturbances. For small area A, these eigenvalues are much larger in modulus than the subharmonic (1, = 0.5) modes, which are bounded as A decreases. In fact, although this behaviour is most severe for small areas, for all states that were computed, these 'nearly isolated ' modes had eigenvalues with dominating moduli. This characteristic showed itself in a great sensitivity of the calculated small eigenvalues to errors in the steady calculations (hence the matrices A and B). Typically, an error of roughly 0.1 ' $ , in radius or tangential velocity completely destroyed the small-eigenvalue computation. A second coqutational problem was failure of convergence of the iterative procedure for eigenvalue and eigenvector computation. This difficulty usually manifested itself near the stability/instability interface, and the explanation is not clear.
The results of the stability calculations are tabulated in table 1 and summarized in figure 4 . Outside of the indicated region in the ( K , a)-plane, there are modes with positive growth rates, and hence these states are linearly unstable. Inside this region, there are no such modes (with 2-period 21). With the exception of the smaller-enerm state in the non-unique region, all eigenvalues corresponding to superharmonic disturbances were found to be purely imaginary. Aside from the trivial modes (uniform displacements) all non-growing modes are found to be given by (3.18) approximately with best matching for large m. There is agreement with the unsteady initial-value calculations of Christiansen Q Zabusky (1973), as indicated in the figure. The superharmonic disturbances were always stable except for the smallerenergy solution in the nonunique region between curves 1 and 2.
For small areas, the width in K of the stability region decreases and a plot of calculations in the vicinity (figure 5) indicates that the critical value of area a at which The results shown in figure 6 indicate that, when expanded in K -K~ as well as a, this equation takes the approximate form
The principal point, however, is that it is necessary to go to fourth order in a in order to determine the behaviour of the eigenvalues for small area.
The energy criterion for stability
It was pointed out by Kelvin (1910, p. 116) (see also Arnol'd 1980, p. 336) that, for given vorticity and momentum, steady states correspond to stationary points of the kinetic energy with respect to kinematically allowable isovortical perturbations. The steady state is then stable if it is a local maximum or minimum in energy.
For this problem, assuming perturbations periodic in the streamwise direction (say with period NZ, N an integer), it is sufficient to apply the above criterion to one period of the flow field. Holding the vorticity constant, and assuming that vortices of opposite sense do not amalgamate, the requirement of kinematically allowable perturbations forces the total area of the vortices of each sense to remain unchanged. The condition of momentum invariance requires that the components of hydrodynamic impulse per unit length,
stay constant. This is ensured by keeping the distance between the centroids of the two rows constant. In the following discussion it will be assumed that N = 2. These states are apparently unique for small values of a (below curve 2 in figure 4 for states (1) and (3)). It is clear that these four states satisfy the above conditions (4.1) and (4.2). Presumably, there are other steady states that do so, such aa finer splittings and multiple-vortex layers, but the existence of such configurations is not crucial to this argument, as their energy is believed to be less than that of configuration (4) because of the general consideration that spreading out the vorticity of one sign and mixing the vorticity of opposite signs reduces the energy (Onsager 1949). We are concerned with the stability of configuration (3) to superharmonic disturbances of period I, in which all vortices in a row are disturbed in the same way, and to subharmonic disturbances of period 21,.
Stability of a vortex street of finite vortices
Calculations based on the circular-vortex approximation (Saffman k Schatzman 1981) indicate that the energies of the four steady states can be ranked as follows when u = A,/Z; is small:
Since E is clearly bounded above, E, is an absolute maximum (since otherwise there would have to be another steady state with the same periodicity and greater energy)
P. a. Saffman and J . C . Schutzman and configuration (1) is stable; it follows from the similarity of (1) and (3) that configuration (3) is stable to all superhrmnic disturbances, and this will remain true for all a below curve 2 in figure 3. (When there are two states, the one with less energy will be unstable.) This confirms our calculations of superhamzonic instability but state (3) is not stable to subhumonic disturbances for K outside the range shown in figure 4 and will therefore be in this range a minimax of energy. Now it can be shown from calculations of the system with d = 0 that when a is large it is possible for E, < E3 to occur. When this problem was first studied, it was speculated that a mechanism for the stabilization of configuration (3) against subharmonic infinitesimal and finite-amplitude disturbances is that the drop in E, below E, for sufficiently large area results in a change in the topology of the energy surface in the infmite-dimensional configuration space (for this configuration) so that it becomes a local maximum in energy. Non-dimensionalization leads to T = Z-lP!?(a, K, p ) for the energy per unit length of a given steady state (assuming it exists). The condition that E, = E, then leads to:
where a and K are the parameters associated with configuration (3). The result of applying this criterion is shown by curve 3 of figure 4. It was observed that for the /I = 0 cases (configurations (2) and (4)), solutions exist only for vortices up to a limiting area. As the vortex area approaches this limit adjacent vortices in opposite rows approach each other. It is believed that this behaviour is qualitatively similar to that observed for a pair of counter-rotating vortices by Pierrehumbert (1980). For small K , the limit occurs a t small area, and, since interactions between neighbouring pairs are then small, the counter-rotating vortex pair should indeed be a good approximation. Curve 4 of figure 4 represents this approximation. Some calculations for the exact problem were attempted and are in reasonable agreement with curve 4 (the approximate calculated limiting areas were always less than curve 4 and within about 25 7,).
However, accurate calculation of the limiting area is prohibitively expensive, and was not undertaken. According to this argument, the region of stability lies between curves 3 and 4 in figure 4 and is moreover a region of stability to finite-amplitude disturbances that are not too large. The results of the linear stability analysis shows that this argument is fallacious. Incidentally, there is no evidence to suggest that the symmetrical configuration (d = 0) can be stabilized by finite size, but Taneda (1965) reported that oscillation of the body produced streets of symmetrical vortices. We can offer at present no explanation of this phenomenon.
Conclusion
We have generalized von Khrmhn's analpis of the linear stability of the point-vortex street to vortices of finite size and demonstrated that finite size can stabilize the array. The boundary of the linear-stability region for subharmonic disturbances of period twice the separation is shown in figure 4 . The open questions deal with nonlinear stability and with stability to more general disturbances. At present, there seems to be no way to study the former question other than by direct numerical calculation of an initid-value problem. This was carried out to some approximation by Christiansen implies nonlinear stability or, at least, very slow growth. The possibility of unstable disturbances of more general character than those considered here could also be investigated in this way.
For point vortices, the equations of motion amount to a Hamiltonian system of a finite number of degrees of freedom (depending on the assumed periodicity) and the theory of nearly integrable systems (e.g. see Chirikov 1979) suggests that this system is subject to slow instability ('Amol'd diffusion'). However, it may be that the instability is so slow that streets of physical interest are in a practical sense stable.
This question has not been resolved. Intuitively, one can perhaps expect this behaviour to persist to the finite-area case, but it would be worth while to investigate this matter further.
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